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In Aruba, far from the sparkling beaches and glamorous hotels, lies a waning refinery boomtown
of barroom brothels, flexible morality, and one tourist trap known as Charlie’s Bar. Luz, a young
Colombian mother works as a prostitute to pay off her family’s debt. She encounters Sam, an
American expatriate looking to perpetuate his flamboyant youth. Together they find Captain
Nathan Beck, washed ashore and barely alive after his tugboat sinks in a storm. For each of
them, San Nicolaas provides hope amid desperation as they live dangerously in pursuit of their
dreams. Through it all, Charlie’s watchful eye sees the best and worst, knowing that on his
desert island you have to improvise. ///// "Insightful tale of Aruba's refinery heyday. A great beach
read!" (Susan Campbell, ARUBA NIGHTS MAGAZINE) ///// "Characters so finely drawn they
leap off the page. A terrific read." (Patti Wheeler, WDXB 102.5 FM, Birmingham, AL) ///// "A no-
holds-barred look at Aruba. A must-read for those who plan to visit." (Arthur D. Jensen, LAGO-
COLONY.com) ///// "Reveals aspects of island life that few visitors ever know." (THE NEWS
ARUBA SUNDAY EDITION) ///// "As the story unfolds, Putkowski makes one thing clear ... he is
a keen observer of the human condition." (ARUBA.com)
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2009danielputkowski.comFOR CHARLIE. You have to improvise.1CHARLIE LIVED IN A PLACE
where the illegal was legal, where the immoral was moral, and where some people’s fantasies
were other people’s realities. So, he lived every day in anticipation of the fantastic. And why not?
It was the night before his birthday, the start of another marvelous year in a place where anything
could happen.Good times in mind, he surveyed the town of his birth with a careful eye. The
buildings around him struggled up from the rocks and dirt of the southwest corner of his desert
island nation. A cascade of them flowed over the hills and down toward the Caribbean Sea. Had
the slope been steeper, they might have fallen into that sea. As it was, they stood fast and mostly
upright against the constant trade winds that drove the waves upon the eastern edge of the
island. Here on the western rim, the breeze swept the streets while the sun burnished the
peeling façades that stood back from the curb.Over his shoulder, beyond the shadow cast by a
concrete wall, stood the oil refinery that created the town he now faced. Behind the wall, the
bitter punch of South American crude cooked into innumerable products bound for markets to
the north. Reliable winds carried the refinery’s smoke and pollution away from the island’s shore
with such efficiency that handsome beaches fringed the facility’s borders. Local children played
on these beaches, and adventuresome tourists came to snorkel in less crowded waters than
those on the north end of the island. The view from here, like everything on the island, offered a
bizarre contrast. In this case, the industrial eyesore of the refinery abutted the ecological delight
of pristine sea life.Beneath the plumes of burning flare gas labored a mixture of islanders, guest



workers, and a few Norte Americanos. There weren’t so many as there had been, about a third
of the number that had passed through the gate during the time of Charlie’s father, Charles
Brouns, Senior.Half a century ago, the elder Brouns bought the bar over which Charlie now lived.
It served ships’ crews, refinery workers, locals, and most recently, tourists. His father would have
despised the tourists, and Charlie was relieved his father wasn’t alive to see them. They were an
economic necessity in light of the diminished local workforce and the dwindling number of men
serving aboard ever-larger ships that called less frequently at San Nicolaas. A Senegalese
working in the refinery balked at a three-dollar glass of beer. Not a tourist. He thought it was a
bargain. At his hotel bar, he paid four dollars and felt obligated to leave a dollar tip the way he
would have in the United States. No one but tourists and fools tipped in this town. They were the
only ones with enough money or the propensity to give it away. To keep them in the mood,
Charlie told a few dirty jokes when the moment was right and hosted the occasional topless
photo contest if the female patrons were in the mood for living dangerously. “All in good fun, all in
good fun,” he was quick to remind everyone. “Enjoy yourself! You’re on vacation!”Originally, there
were twenty bars in the center of town. Then five were added. And then five more. And still a
couple more, until Charlie could look down from his terrace and count thirty-two. If a man wanted
to make a journey of his drinking it would be a short one, which would have been fine had there
been three times the number of men working in the refinery. However, the payroll had been cut to
a skeleton crew that picked the bones of parts gone bad to make patches for the good ones. Not
only were there fewer workers, the salaries were significantly less than Esso used to pay. Esso
paid, paid handsomely, and paid frequently, as Charlie’s father had often reminded him. The
company was never ashamed to be first class. Esso shipped in Americans, their families, their
schoolteachers, their automobiles, and enough comforts from home to keep everyone in their
colony living more or less the way they did back in the States. But Esso had sold the place to a
less benevolent outfit.“Those were the days,” Charlie said to his cat, who dozed atop the
parapet. “The milk and honey clung to your whiskers. You could have a taste whenever you stuck
out your tongue.”The cat blinked slowly at the breeze and put his head up for a rub between his
ears. Charlie obliged the animal. He admired cats for their appreciation of fine seafood and the
luxury of a midafternoon nap, not to mention their all-night sense of adventure. What a life! It was
similar to his own, which followed a routine not so regimented as reliable. He rose early, smoked
his first cigarette of the day, and greeted the sun from his balcony. After half an hour of reflection
on life and the meaning of the universe, to which he never dedicated more than a half-hearted
effort, he descended to his business, the barroom bought by his father some sixty years ago. He
examined his receipts from the previous day’s sales, consulted with the cooks as to their needs,
and drank a pot of coffee while calculating how much money should be in the old register that
stood near the end of the bar. Before his barman arrived, he counted the money and separated it
into two piles. The first pile, and what he hoped was the larger one, formed the deposit he made
at the bank around the corner. The second pile he returned to the register to make change.
Lately, that first pile was losing altitude when compared to the second. He pondered the



meaning of that and what he could do to reverse the descent.With his fiduciary duties fulfilled,
Charlie spoke with his barman, Herr Koch, about the news of the day. At last, he drove his pickup
truck four miles out of town, to a grove of Divi trees where he kept a house surrounded by some
rental bungalows, a tiny painting studio, and a pavilion with an outdoor bar. His property fronted
the ocean and featured a small pier, which was perfect as a swimming platform. Here he spent
the rest of his morning and the early afternoon painting, talking with his friends, and finishing
little projects. Then it was a short nap, a shower, and a drive back to town. He chatted up the
tourists at the bar. They liked his bawdy jokes, his willingness to be photographed with them, his
gently urging the ladies to take off their tops and drink for free as long as they remained
disrobed.His nights were something else. He closed his bar early, never later than ten. After ten,
drunks and brawlers rambled about, looking for a place to puke, either in the bathroom or a less
convenient place. With the bar shuttered, he had a choice to make. He could visit his girlfriend.
He could stay home with his wife. Or, he could go out on the town, have a few glasses of rum,
and meet a nice girl. He varied his choice with his mood, indulging in the sumptuousness of
each one as often as the other but without any pattern. He believed it was impossible to live free
without the challenge of random events. The possibility of bizarre happenings excited him.“You
have to improvise!” Charlie told his cat. This cat was named Screwball. His predecessors were
named Snowball and Eight Ball for their colors. This one was something of a calico mixed with
who knew what. The cat wasn’t handsome, but he knew how to live, and that’s what counted in
Charlie’s eyes. The cat stretched, yawned, and closed his eyes.Charlie inhaled the last smoke
from his cigarette. He never smoked in his residence. In fact, he despised the smell of tobacco
smoke even as he pulled the last drag through his mouth. This contradiction explained much
about his life and the island where he lived. The desire for vice and the pleasure of its enjoyment
stood against the human insistence on regulating such things. Of course, when clever
bureaucrats needed more money, they were quick to tax vice in the name of the greater good.
Or, if they found themselves feeling righteous, either in the name of the Lord or human dignity,
they would pressure the bars and brothels to operate in the darkest of corners and the latest
hours of the night.His Dutch ancestors, bureaucrats of the first order, thought themselves
capable of administrating any enterprise. They turned out to be mostly talk and less action if
judged by the current length and breadth of their empire. Charlie existed in an insignificant
corner of that empire’s remnants. Still, he was grateful to those who had gone before him. They
were the ones who wrestled Aruba away from the Spanish, who stood up to the South
Americans from time to time, and who were willing to leave the place to its own devices so long
as they weren’t too expensive.Charlie took another look down at the street. It had two names:
Van Zeppenveldstraat, the name given it by the original Dutch islanders, and Main Street, the
name everyone called it. To his left were two of the oldest bars in town: Caribbean and the
Chesterfield. The girls employed there, like every one of them working in this town, were from
Colombia. They came to Aruba for a ninety-day “tour of duty,” as he liked to think of it. When
ninety days expired, they were shipped back to Colombia and were not permitted to return to



work for an entire year or as a tourist for five years. So sayeth the law. However, some came
back early, the ones who found reliable clients or who made a lot of money and wanted to do a
repeat performance. They forged documents, stole a sister’s passport, or paid an immigration
officer to look the other way. If caught they were unceremoniously deported, a small risk
compared to the reward of earning a month’s salary in a single night.He turned to his right where
there were twelve more bars, among them: Copacabana, Ron and Menta’s, Minchi’s, China
Clipper, Bongo, Java, Black & White, and Pianito. Twelve bars meant at least forty-eight girls, for
with rare exception, each bar had governmental permits allowing four girls to work as prostitutes,
which the bureaucrats euphemistically referred to as hostesses. The other bars were on streets
to the east and west, within the Zone of Tolerance as the Dutchmen officially referred to it. If he
wanted to, he could inspect all the merchandise and have a bit of a stroll while he was at it.
There was nothing like exercise with a view.At times, there were fewer girls in a bar than was
permitted. The bar owners tried to avoid this situation. They charged a daily rate for the room in
which a girl lived and worked. At present, that rate was fifty dollars. Charlie had to sell about
seventeen glasses of beer to gross fifty dollars at his bar. The prostitute had to spend half an
hour with a man to earn ten dollars less. The talented ones, the professionals, were able to
complete the act in half that time, thereby multiplying their earning potential.For Charlie, the idea
of going back to the girl’s room lacked any appeal. He never rushed anything, least of all his
sexual exploits. Thirty minutes in a box with an old mattress, a worn-out sheet, and barely
enough light to untie his shoes was not his thing. He enjoyed the romance of playing the
charming gentleman, which wasn’t so much an act as who he really was. A girl in these
circumstances needed to relax, to experience a change of scenery, to have a quiet and
nutritious meal. Then, when they had chatted about her part of Colombia, perhaps a bit about
her child (most every one of them had a child or two and no husband), they moved to the bed,
which was one of his preference: wide and firm and spotlessly clean. Since the girl knew him
and his manners, she didn’t mind a decent amount of light. He could see her body clearly and
thereby add to his enjoyment and protect himself from the more obvious medical calamities.His
approach to this endeavor required patience. Not every girl was keen on leaving the bar. A girl
working steadily might earn less money with one man than with the four, five, or more who might
patronize her during the course of the night. Beyond that, he wanted a girl whose personality
meshed with his in an easy fashion so the time leading up to the act was more courtship than a
business transaction. Finding one like that took time and skill.And yet, he never lost his sense of
perspective. He kept tucked away, like an old coin in the back of a drawer, the thought that this
was not about love or friendship or anything less than business. These girls came here to make
money. If they wanted to do it for free, they would have stayed home. Therefore, while he was
charming and they were accommodating, no one was a fool.A car rolled beneath his balcony,
flashed its signal, and turned right. Charlie watched his lifelong friend Sam park at the end of the
block. He couldn’t help but smile at the man’s reliability and persistence. No one but Sam took
the time to make his birthday a grand affair. Unfortunately, and despite Charlie’s constant



warnings, Sam fell prey to indomitable emotions with regard to the girls working in San Nicolaas
and frequently found himself miserably heartbroken, a condition Charlie studiously
avoided.“Thanks to Sam, we’re in for a nice time,” Charlie said to Screwball. “Unless something
else comes up. You never know. Eh? Let’s hope we have a party and something else.”The cat
shifted on the parapet, licked his forepaw, and once again put his head upon it.Something else?
Charlie asked himself. What could it be? Well, this town was named San Nicolaas and not for the
Jolly Old Saint Nicholas the Americans called Santa Claus. Nonetheless, the town gave its gifts
(such as they were) to one and all, Charlie included. Christmas was every night of the week,
every day of the year, with the exception of the actual Christmas Day, New Year’s, Carnival
Saturday, and Easter Sunday. And on those days, too, an enterprising man need only walk the
lane known as Rembrandtstraat, peek into the caged halls leading to the rooms upstairs, and
call out. Someone would reply. Someone would unlock the door, lead the man to a room, and
provide the service of the oldest profession. The experience could be another meaningless act,
or it might change somebody’s life. As he knew, the outcome depended on the man, the woman,
and the people in between.Charlie stubbed out his cigarette and looked over the street one
more time. “Welcome to San Nicolaas,” he said. “We’re open for business.”2CHARLIE’S FATHER
HAD BUILT THE LIDO in 1950, and it was Sam’s first stop of the evening. After running it as a
nightclub for twenty-two years, Charlie Senior sold it to two brothers from Holland who reduced it
to a full-service restaurant. Sam liked to eat at the table in the back corner, where he could
inspect the crowd and tell stories about the place before it was ruined by those tulip-pluckers.
The brothers had done away with live music and dancing, a sin Sam never forgave, but the food
was outstanding.Sam belonged to an odd club of people known as Arucanos. Born in Aruba but
to American parents, he enjoyed a sort of untidy dual citizenship: an American by nationality, an
Aruban at heart. Like an immigrant pining for the old country, he never denied his love for Aruba,
his childhood home.Since the day he left for college, he longed to replace the rambunctious
diversity of San Nicolaas. He tried to find it working on such varied projects as the Alaskan
Pipeline and a highway through a remote corner of Australia. Neither one satisfied his taste for
romantic overindulgence, but the worldly experience he’d earned in business management
taught him to be a perceptive observer who saw through the nonsense to the real issue. In the
end he settled in Miami, opened a one-man consultancy, and hired himself out as a
troubleshooter to big corporations. More important, Miami was little more than two hours from
Aruba, and thanks to the tourists, there were three flights a day.Despite being separated by vast
distances, Sam and Charlie never lost touch over the years. Since Charlie embodied all things
Aruban, Sam honored his boyhood friend in a manner befitting a sacred idol residing in the holy
of holies. As soon as he started earning a decent salary, he turned Charlie’s birthday into a
spectacle, which was never so much fun as when he and his merry bunch all showed up for a
week-long binge in San Nicolaas. The trouble was Sam’s “littermates,” as he referred to the
group of Arucanos that were close to his age, had fallen from the fold. One by one, they excused
themselves with explanations about work, family, and old age. Sam believed fifty-five was too



young to be giving up anything but more hours at the office. Just the same, he found himself
hosting more locals and fewer Arucanos. It didn’t matter because Charlie’s birthday was a holy
day of obligation for him, one he never missed.Sam enjoyed cruising San Nicolaas to check for
anything new that might have cropped up. Naturally, he sat at Charlie’s Bar for a few hours,
regaling tourists with tales of Aruba from years gone by. Inevitably, someone asked what it was
like to live here. “Paradise,” he said, “but not for amateurs.” He never explained what that meant,
but the implication was that a tourist who dreamed of living here was not so much unwelcome as
unqualified. “In other words,” Sam said, “if I have to explain it to you, forget it.” It was his cue to
exit the stage with an air of mystery behind him. He timed his response to the last sip of his drink.
He paused three long seconds while everyone waited for him to say something profound.
Instead of imparting any words of wisdom, he gave the audience a sly smile. At last, he drained
the glass in a single gulp and slammed it on the bar. He pointed his finger at whoever had asked
the question, winked, and walked out the door.Herr Koch rolled his eyes at Sam’s performances.
He had seen the act so many times he could do a flawless imitation, but not until Sam was down
the street. Then Koch took the glass, rinsed it in the sink, and winked at the stack of them on the
drain board. He turned back to the crowd, and invariably someone wanted to hear about the
mystery man. Koch waved a hand dismissively. “Local character,” was Koch’s standard answer.
Had Sam heard the remark, he would have smiled at such a compliment. After all, he’d been
born there and it was his life’s goal to live on the island and nowhere else.Living in paradise was
one thing, but it would be a waste to do it alone. Thus, he had to find a suitable companion, and
she had to be of a certain type. The thing for Sam was that he found most of the women he’d
known, including his two ex-wives, lacking the combination of subtlety and drama he’d
encountered among young women working in the San Nicolaas bars. He preferred smoldering
Latina charm to the brash certitude of American women. As for those aggressive Aussie broads,
they could stay a hemisphere away where they belonged.Charlie chided Sam for falling in love
with the San Nicolaas girls. He denied he actually fell in love, explaining that he simply enjoyed
the experience as if the money he paid had nothing to do with it. Like a movie, he let himself
believe the lie for as long as it lasted. He liked to find a girl who clicked, someone he found more
comfortable than his old deck shoes. Depending on the length of his trip, he spent several days
or as long as two weeks with her. If she was a particularly good fit, he would fly back to see her,
call her in Colombia, or send a few hundred dollars to help her along. Charlie scoffed at this, but
Sam relished the thrill of making a girl smile, especially one who appreciated his lifestyle. If she
liked to soak up the sunrise after dancing all night, cook meals over an open fire, and swim
naked, she was the woman for him.On his way through the Lido’s front door, Sam found himself
standing face to face with San Nicolaas Police Chief Jules Calenda.“Good evening, Sam,”
Calenda said.“Bon nochi,” Sam replied slipping into local patois to confirm his status as equal to
Calenda’s birthright.“Tell me, how long is your visit?” the policeman asked.“I’m home,” Sam
retorted. “I visit the other place, the one up north.” He pointed in the general direction of the
United States.“Of course! I just returned from a visit of my own, a joint training course with the



New York City Police Department. Fascinating work in community policing.”“I’ll bet,” Sam
said.Calenda donned his hat and asked, “Have you started to build your house?”“Soon.”“I’m glad
to hear it. I suppose you’re ready for Charlie’s party?”“Everything but the girl,” Sam
answered.“Don’t forget,” Calenda said on his way outside, “you can take a girlfriend anywhere on
the island, but if money changes hands, be sure you’re in San Nicolaas.”“Yes, sir,” Sam
acknowledged and headed for his favorite table.Forty-five minutes later, Sam stepped out of the
Lido and into the night. He felt like he was sixteen again, as he did every year when Charlie’s
birthday came. He tugged at his shirt, flapping the fabric against his skin, wishing a breeze
would draw the heat away from the island. Breeze or no breeze, he had his routine. He started at
the beginning, walking to the east end of Main Street where he gazed at the frame of the half-
finished hotel. It hadn’t changed in five years, standing there like the bones of a dead whale, a
home for vagrants, who were called chollers in Aruba. Over his shoulder was the first bar on that
side of town. It was up thirty-two shallow, uneven steps. Before getting melancholy, he climbed
the stairs and began his mission.He passed through five bars without finding a girl who clicked.
A few almost fit the bill. One blonde in particular caught his eye. She had a face that could grace
the cover of any magazine and a set of legs that could only be seen on the inside pages. The
problem was she had an attitude to go with the look. Sam didn’t care for haughty broads and left
without buying a single drink. A second beauty at Black & White Bar approached him from out of
the blue. She was also blonde and came highly recommended by José, the bar’s owner. Sam
bought her a vino and chatted her up a few minutes. Then, in a whining voice, she begged for a
trip to her room, thereby spoiling the buildup. That kind of aggression put him off like bad breath,
warts, and rotten teeth. He was looking for a little class with a bit of sweetness, not a quick bang
and a shove out the door.He entered Java Bar, where he knew he could find a friendly face.
Kenny, Java’s bartender, had played host to Sam and his friends for the past twenty years, since
he returned from a job as a pit boss at a London casino. His mother happened to own Java as
well as the Chesterfield.“Sammy, my man!” Kenny said slapping a coaster on the bar. “The
usual?”“Bon nochi, yourself,” Sam replied sticking out his hand.Kenny shook it and poured Sam
a vodka tonic. “On the house,” he said raising his own glass.So it was that Kenny sold women
like diamonds and Swiss Army knives. It depended on a man’s desire or need: beauty or utility.
He said, “The dark haired one in the corner is easy on the eyes, a little chunky, but friendly and
sweet. Her friend over by the jukebox is good with her hands. I have one upstairs with massive
breasts, absolutely massive. Because of circumstances beyond my control, I have one room
empty.”Sam winced at Kenny’s blunt assessment, wondering one more time what had happened
to the gentlemanly ways of his youth. Bartenders used to let a customer have a drink or two,
enjoy some gossip, and then casually mention a girl as interesting or pretty or fun. The lurid
details were saved until much later and usually in the company of men exclusively.“I just ran into
Chief Calenda,” Sam said, keeping his desire in check.“He’s been making regular rounds
through town, checking the girls’ permits, rousting drug dealers and kids who loiter in the alley
alongside the bar,” Kenny explained.“Strutting his stuff,” Sam remarked.“It’s good, Sammy. It’s



good. The girls have to work that alley. Better the cops run those pains in the ass out of there.
The girls can get a few tricks before they go to bed. How else can they pay rent?”“It’s good if you
say it is,” Sam said. “Sounds like the trip to New York went to his head.”To change the subject,
Kenny noted, “It’s four weeks since Ricardo died.”Sam raised his glass again, this time in honor
of the man who had owned Minchi’s Bar, the next one down the street.“He could have picked a
better wife,” Kenny commented.Chuckling, Sam said, “We all could have. How about another
drink and one for yourself?”As he made the drinks, Kenny said, “I heard on the news from
Curaçao that a boat sank in the storm which passed by several days ago.”Sam shrugged. “Boats
always sink in storms.”“This was a tugboat, a big one. Sank just north of Curaçao.”“What was it
doing there?”“On its way to pick up a barge or something. I don’t know if they found the
crew.”“Probably dead. The ocean is no place to play, boy. I know. I remember when we brought
Charlie’s boat down from Lauderdale. We were in fifteen footers and damn near out of fuel.
Charlie got us into Cuba. That took some doing, let me tell you.”Kenny knew the story. He’d
heard it a hundred times, a hundred different versions of it, too. Sometimes the seas were rough;
sometimes they were calm. One time they had no fuel. The other time they had no food. Some
other time they had neither food nor fuel nor water.“Ever wonder what you would do if you were
shipwrecked on a desert island? Make yourself a little hut under the palms? Walk around
naked? Shit where you liked?” Kenny asked.“Unless it’s this one I’d kill myself,” Sam said.Kenny
noted a certain sullenness in Sam’s attitude. No doubt this was the result of Sam’s lacking a
fitting companion. Kenny had to be careful which way things went. He didn’t need a sad drunk at
his bar, ruining the mood for everyone. Most of the time he liked having Sam around. He often
bought a round or got things going with a dozen coins in the jukebox. He worked out the odds
the way he used to at the blackjack tables, then said, “Why don’t you check out the girls at
Minchi’s and come back and tell me what you found?”Sam slapped the bar and pointed his
finger at Kenny. “¡Excellente!” he proclaimed and strolled out the door.Minchi’s was only fifteen
steps away from Java. The owner had been an old Aruban named Ricardo “Ricky” Cortés. Some
time ago, he took up with Marcela, one of the toughest whores to come through town. He was
known as “Ricky the Lion Tamer” until he married her and then no one said anything. Gradually,
Ricky stopped tending personally to the affairs of the bar. He hired a bouncer named Spanner to
do the hard work and a skinny guy named Pablo to pour drinks. His whore-turned-wife, Marcela,
managed the bar’s affairs, including the girls. She told Pablo how much liquor to put in a drink
and how cold the beer should be. She cowed everyone but Spanner, and even he kept his
mouth shut when she was in the bar. Sam had always wanted to ask Ricky what he saw in
Marcela, but now the man was dead of a heart attack.Sam passed through Minchi’s swinging
saloon doors at the same time as he lit a fresh cigarette. The effect was to enter the room behind
a cloud of smoke, just like a gunfighter in the movies. He pulled it off perfectly.Inside, he greeted
Spanner with a handshake and a clap on the back. Pablo brought him a vodka tonic. Sam sat at
the end of the bar without making eye contact with any of the girls. He knew they were there. He
would get to them in his own time.“I hear Calenda is making the rounds,” he said to Spanner.The



bouncer looked over his mirrored pilot’s glasses, put both palms on his chest and then turned
them face up. He said, “Policía are policía, Sammy. We need them to take care of things, and
they need us to have things to take care of. This is life. You should know.”“I know.”“Good. Then
you know la Dueña is officially in charge,” Spanner added.“Ricardo’s dead a month and you’re
calling Marcela the owner already?” Sam scoffed.“It’s true,” Spanner replied seriously. “Ricardo
is not coming back from the grave.”“What about his son?”“Andrés is an artist. What does he want
with a bar?”“If it was his dad’s, it should be his,” Sam said.Spanner wagged his finger. “The wife
comes first. The child is second. You should know …”Sam was tired of hearing about things he
should know. He said, “Pablo, give me another and put some vodka in it this time.”Pablo made
the drink the same way. Sam downed it in a single swallow before the bartender could turn away.
When the glass hit the bar, Spanner put his hand atop it. He said, “Sammy, it’s your first night.
Why don’t you go upstairs, man, take the pressure out of your vessel?”“Verdad, chico,” Sam said
and turned his back to Spanner. He looked at the girls. There were four of them, all dark haired,
all wearing dresses. He liked when they wore dresses. It made them more ladylike. Lately, too
many had taken to wearing pants, jeans even, like so many women in America. He didn’t go for
that unless the girl was particularly appealing in every other category.Letting his cigarette lead
the way, he sauntered across the room for a closer look. “Buenas noches,” he greeted
them.“Hola,” they replied, almost in unison.“How many days in Aruba?” he asked. This was a
critical piece of information. Any of these girls might be at the end of her tour. He didn’t want
another guy’s hand-me-down.One girl took the lead. She wore a strapless green dress and four-
inch heels. Sam appreciated the look. The girl said, “A few days,” in accented English. She didn’t
know it, but she had blown her chances with Sam. He didn’t want a girl who spoke any English.
She could understand everything he said, especially when he didn’t want her to.“Excellente,” he
replied with a toothy grin.“Lo mismo,” the next girl said. “Somos amigas.”“Excellente también,”
Sam said to her, knowing that she meant she was there the same number of days and was
friends with the one in the green dress. His Spanish was passable when he was sober, which
meant it was fine in San Nicolaas where most transactions required little explanation.“¿Amigas?”
he asked pointing at the other two girls.They said, “No.”“Por favor,” Sam prodded. “¡Todos son
amigos en San Nicolaas!”The girls looked at each other and grinned.“Okay. Comprendo. ¿Dias?
¿Cuántas? ¿Cuántas? ¿Cuántas?”The girl to his right said she had been there two weeks, and
the other one, who wore a blue dress to her knees, said she was there less than a week, which
was perfect. She understood the system, but not well enough to be comfortable. He took her
hand and asked, “¿Tu nombre?”“Luz,” she answered looking at his eyes.Oh, he liked that, the
way she showed spunk in a shy way. He also liked the way she gently squeezed his hand. He
took it to mean she appreciated contact that wasn’t gross the way it was with most of the men
who pawed over the girls. She knew he was a gentleman and honored him with the respect he
deserved.“Ah, Luz. ¿La luz de la luna o del sol?” The light of the moon or the sun, he wanted to
know.She smiled with one side of her mouth as she thought about the question. “Los dos,” she
replied putting up her hand and wiggling two fingers to make the point.“¡Felicidades!” Sam



proclaimed, adding, “Permiso, chicas,” to the others. He steered Luz to a seat in the middle of
the bar. The other girls went back to gossiping.“Vino, Pablo,” Sam ordered. “And another drink for
me, with vodka, por favor.”Pablo placed a tiny flute of sugary wine in front of Luz and Sam’s drink
beside it. He took a blue poker chip from a fishbowl beside the cash register and deposited it
into a cup with the number three written on it.“¡Salud!” Sam said raising his glass.Luz met it with
her own and sipped the vino. She looked at the man seated beside her and tried to size him up.
He seemed to be in his midfifties. His hair was gray and neatly combed. He was thin but with a
little belly that pushed out his shirt a couple of inches. The cologne he wore she knew cost more
than most. His shoes were shiny and clean. She figured he had the money to go upstairs.“A
week,” Sam began. “How do you like Aruba?”“Qué calor,” she said fanning herself.“Get used to it,
sweetheart. When I was a kid growing up here, it hit a hundred ten degrees for three weeks in a
row. We thought we would die!”She believed him. The scenery of this desert island lent itself to
what he was telling her.“You must be from the mountains,” Sam said. “¿Bogotá?”“Sí,” she
answered.“¡Tan bueno! I always wanted to go there. Maybe you can show me the city.”“If you
come.”“Be careful what you wish for.”Without Luz’s asking, he bought her another vino. This
encouraged her. Any man who wanted to go upstairs had to buy at least two vinos, or pay for
them, before he could go up. She watched Pablo put the second chip in her cup and raised the
glass to her companion. She asked his name.“Samito,” he said. “El Príncipe de San
Nicolaas.”“Quien es el rey?” she asked. If this man was a prince there had to be a king, though
she sensed this was some kind of inside joke.“Ah, el rey, mi amor, el rey is one great man, and
he is the king of the entire island.”If he was such an important man, she doubted he came to San
Nicolaas for this type of entertainment. Then again, it wasn’t unheard of in the little bit of history
she had studied.“Charlie is the King of San Nicolaas and all Aruba. Todo, mi amor.”“Charlie,” she
repeated.“Sí. You’ll meet him. I’ll introduce you. I’ve known him all my life.”She pretended to be
impressed that Samito knew Charlie, the King of San Nicolaas and all the island. She took it as a
good omen. So far, her stay had been barely profitable given all the expenses she had to pay.
Maybe Samito would be generous. Maybe Charlie would be, too. She hoped so. She needed the
money in the worst way.“Pablo!” Sam called. “Keys!”Pablo took the keys from beside cup number
three and placed them on the bar before Luz. There was also a packaged condom.“I’m not
paying for the condom,” Sam told him.“Everyone pays for the condom,” Pablo said. “It’s the
law.”“Calenda knows I bring my own.”Pablo stiffened. “Good for you, but I’m not going to tell
Marcela that you didn’t pay for one.”Sam dug deep into his pocket where he found two guilders.
He tossed them at the bar. They bounced over his empty glass and landed on the floor. He
turned his back and ushered Luz out of the room.A staircase separated Minchi’s from the next
bar, Ron and Menta’s. The straight flight of stairs led to the second floor landing, where there
were two doors made of steel bars like the kind found in prisons. Luz used a key to open the
door on the right. Her room and the other three for the girls in Minchi’s were on that side.When
Luz opened the door to her room, a flood of cold air swirled around her and Samito. It refreshed
her after the closeness of the bar downstairs. Sam hugged her from behind and kissed her



ear.“Mucho frío,” he said as he took a seat on the bed.Luz locked the door and turned to face
him. Samito looked her over from head to toe without hiding his lust. He wasted no time on her
chest, but he lingered over her hips and legs. She turned her back to him because men seemed
to like that side most of all.Sam confirmed her assumption by saying, “Tan linda.”Instead of
tossing her clothes on the floor or a spare corner of the bed, she hung them neatly. The closet in
her room had plenty of space since she’d brought only four outfits from Colombia. She opened
the door and looked coyly at her client. He smiled and came to her side.“Let’s see what we have
here,” Sam said in English as he swung the closet door out of the way. A woman’s closet was a
goldmine of information. He immediately saw this chica wasn’t lying to him when she said she
had been in Aruba for only a week. She had a couple of dresses and a pair of jeans hanging on
the rod. There were only two pairs of shoes at the bottom. Any whore with a set of legs as good
as hers, and such a splendid attitude to go with them, would have filled every hanger by the end
of the first month. He was willing to bet that in three weeks this space would be packed. Her
makeup kit filled one drawer. The others were empty. She needed money, and if she treated him
the way he liked, he would be happy to oblige.“¿Está bien?” Luz asked when Samito turned
back to her with a smile.“Perfecto,” he grinned.“¿Amor?” she asked with a hand toward the
bed.Sam looked at the bed, at the girl, and back at the bed. He didn’t want to spoil the buildup. If
he slept with her now, he wasted his chance to do it the right way back in Savaneta. The clock
wasn’t running in Savaneta. The bed didn’t belong to someone else half an hour ago. He’d
learned this method from Charlie, and the king knew best.He picked up her hand and kissed it
lightly. “Massage,” he said. “Nude.”“Cualquier tú quieres.”He disrobed, placing his shirt, pants,
and shoes on a chair. Then he sprawled onto the bed without pulling back the duvet. The girl
straddled his back, light as a leaf. Her hands kneaded his flesh and he nearly dozed off under
her.The clock beside the bed told Luz she had five minutes before time was up. She whispered
in Samito’s ear that they had to go. He moaned, rolled over, and pulled her down. He held her
tight for a few seconds then released her. She got dressed deliberately but without haste. Samito
watched her every move.As she picked up the keys from the table beside the bed, her client put
down two bank notes and a coin. One was a ten-guilder note, the other a twenty-five. The square
coin she knew was worth five guilders. The going price for half an hour upstairs was fifty
guilders, or forty U.S. dollars. She waited a moment for the other ten guilders. When Samito
made no indication he was going to pay it, she took up the two bills and looked at his
eyes.“¿Señor?” she began then corrected herself with, “Mi príncipe, el precio …” She let the last
word hang out there.“I know the price. No amor, señorita. Massage only. That’s a gift.”“Pero …,”
she protested.He took her hands in his, kissed them, and continued speaking Spanish. “There
will be more money later,” he said. “You’ll see.”What was she to do? She could complain to Pablo
or to Spanner. They might mention it to Samito, or they might not. She’d heard about girls who
complained. They got less and less business until they had to go home early with nothing but the
clothes on their back, having sold the few garments they brought with them to meet expenses. It
angered her that she’d spent the entire half hour with him, given him a good massage, which



was not easy work, and had not been paid the full rate. She was told it was the rule that whatever
the man did in the room he had to pay the rate. It seemed the rules were getting flexible and not
in her favor.“¿Promesa?” she asked Samito.Now he had her where he wanted her. She wanted
him to come back, and nothing was more gratifying than to be desired by a whore. The woman
could have any man for the price, but she wanted him for what he promised. He silently
nominated her as a candidate to be the one. This entitled her to attend Charlie’s party, and if
things went well, to an all expenses paid week on Sam’s arm.“Promesa,” he said and tugged her
hand toward the door.As they descended the stairs he told her about the planned festivities and
that he would pick her up at two o’clock.“I’m not supposed to work outside the bar,” Luz said,
though she wanted to go to the party if for no other reason than to cut her expenses.“This is fun,
not work,” Sam explained. “And don’t worry about Chief Calenda,” Sam replied. “I spoke to him
less than two hours ago.”Luz reconsidered her initial impression of this client. Although he hadn’t
paid her properly, he seemed to have influence with the police. That is, if he was telling the truth.
Then again, what was the worst thing that could happen? The police would arrest her and
deport her back to Colombia. The way her stay in Aruba was going, that might be a
blessing.Back in the bar, Sam kissed Luz on the cheek and left her with the other girls. He
strutted up to Pablo and Spanner, who were talking by themselves.“Feel better?” Spanner asked
him.“Top of my game,” Sam said.“You’re her first trick,” Spanner said next.Sam kept his
composure despite the revelation. He knew the massage was not a mistake. It was proof he
knew how to control himself, to follow Charlie’s lead. He pointed his finger at Spanner, winked,
and took his leave of the place.“Business is bad, Sammy, why don’t you go upstairs again?”
Spanner called after him.Sam went from one end of town to the other. Being a prince, he
concentrated on his drinking and his old friends, all the while remaining cordial to the other girls.
Since he’d found one who clicked, he wasn’t going to waste time or energy in that area. Besides,
he wanted to promote Charlie’s party to ensure there was a critical mass of people to make it a
full-blown celebration.Every bartender knew him. Many of the regular patrons did, too. There
were hugs and shared drinks, handshakes and stories, enough to take him through the night. He
made a few new acquaintances, including an insurance salesman from Hoboken, New Jersey,
named Barry. In Guadalajara Bar, he bumped into Roger, an old pal whose father had once been
the chief of security for Esso. Roger’s dad had chased Sam and Charlie on numerous occasions,
incidents about which they laughed to this day.“I’ll be there,” Roger assured Sam, “and my
cousins Carlos and Manny, too, especially if you’re doing the cooking.”Sam pointed his finger
and winked. “I’m getting the fish from Old Man Juárez first thing in the morning.”“I can taste it
already,” Roger said, grinning.“Bring your own girls,” Sam advised. He was pleased the others
would be in attendance. The party usually started off slow, just him and his friends. The crowd
showed up later, in time for front-row seats to watch the sunset.Having his fill of vodka, Sam
checked his watch. It was just past one. If Luz had been working at another bar, he would have
taken her back to his room at Charlie’s in Savaneta. Most bars allowed a girl to leave before
closing if the client paid the molta, a fee of twenty to one hundred guilders. However, Marcela



demanded the girls work full shifts, which meant they remained in the bar until 4:00 AM. Sam
thought this was stupid. It ruined morale, and morale was everything in this business. Girls who
were tired, bored, or hungry turned lousy tricks. Sam wasn’t about to explain this to Marcela. She
was the type who could not care less how some Norte Americano thought she should run her
husband’s business.Given that sharing the balance of the night with Luz was out of the question,
Sam decided to head to another favorite spot, Chinaman’s kitchen in the back of American Bar.
He walked the long way so as to avoid passing Minchi’s. He didn’t want to see Luz there
because it would mean she wasn’t working and thereby was hurting for money. And if she wasn’t
there, he would also be chafed because she was upstairs with a man other than himself. His
feelings were complicated. He knew they were prostitutes, that they serviced other clients, but
he wasn’t without a certain amount of feeling for a girl who caught his eye. He wanted her to do
well, to have a better life. He could help make that happen so long as she followed his
prescription for success, which was to act like a charming young lady. If she did that, he would
be more generous than a rich man trying to enter the kingdom of heaven.To avoid Minchi’s, Sam
walked down Rembrandtstraat. It was barely more than an alley. There were no sidewalks, just
doors made of steel bars like animal cages that fronted the asphalt strip. A few odd shops
nestled along the street. There was a lady who sold lottery tickets, prepaid telephone cards, and
when she felt up to it, homemade sandwiches. One corner had rival minimarkets owned by two
different Chinese families who brought their feud all the way from Guangdong Province. The rest
of the doors led into the bars via hallways, off of which were the girls’ rooms. During daylight
hours or when a bar was closed, the girls loitered here to land clients. On paydays, the alley
choked with traffic as men drove a loop which started at the south end of town and ran straight
up Rembrandtstraat to the dead end at the hardware store, where it turned right. After two more
blocks, it turned left onto Helfrichstraat to the point where it made a hairpin left onto Main Street.
From there, it headed south to the starting point. The route was known as the San Nicolaas Five
Hundred by those who used it. Some guys drove fifty miles a week on the San Nicolaas Five
Hundred. Gas station owners and tire dealers loved it.Halfway to American Bar a scrawny black
man called out to him.“¡Samito!”Sam stopped short. The guy angling toward him had both hands
in the air to get his attention. “Frankie!” Sam called back. “Take your time. I’m going nowhere,
chico.”Frankie didn’t slow down. He walked as fast as he could without breaking into a run. His
shoes made this difficult. There were no laces and hardly any sole remained between his foot
and the asphalt. He wore ragged cargo pants and a torn T-shirt. The government saw to it that
his head was shaved every month. As it had been two weeks since the last cut, his hair was
looking as disheveled as his clothes.“How about a florin?” Frankie said as he rolled up to Sam.
“I’m hungry.”“A florin, Frankie, for something to eat?”“Come on. What’s a florin to a big man like
you?”“A florin is nothing to me, Frankie, so I’ll give you five,” Sam said, fingering a square coin.
“I’ll give you five because you’re the only choller who can beg in multiple languages.”Frankie
snapped to attention and said in rapid succession, “¡Sí, señor! Yes, sir! Ja, mein herr!”Sam
remarked, “Save something for your dentist.”Frankie dropped his head in shame. It was true that



his mouth looked like a drawer full of rusty nails but rude of Sam to point it out. He wiped a tear
that wasn’t on his cheek and tried to hand the coin back to Sam. “If you’re going to be nasty, I
don’t want the money.”“Ah, shut up, Frankie. I’ve got a bum tooth, myself.”“Then you know what
it’s like,” Frankie said and drifted back into the shadow where he waited for his next chance to
beg a few guilders.Sam crossed Main Street and walked through a passageway that led to the
westernmost street in town, Rogerstraat, the one which bordered the refinery wall. He turned left
and entered American Bar, where the Stars and Stripes hung on the wall and Budweiser was the
only beer served. In the back was the kitchen and tiny dining room operated by Chinaman, who
had no other name to anyone who knew him, including the two feuding families of
Rembrandtstraat who sought him out to mediate their battles.Flopping onto a plastic chair, Sam
declared, “Anything Soup!”Anything Soup consisted of a thin broth filled with noodles, a few
vegetables, and other leftovers. It came in a bowl the size of a helmet. Sam was passed out in
the chair by the time Chinaman served him.“You wake up!” Chinaman said. “Soup here!”Sam
forced his eyes open. They were pasty and bloodshot. He looked down at the soup. Relief was in
sight. Chinaman put out his hand. Sam slapped a five-florin coin into it.“Six guilder. Six florin.
Same thing.”“Since when is it six guilders?” Sam protested.“Since two month ago,” Chinaman
answered.He paid the extra money and dismissed Chinaman. The soup, a salty brine, flushed
down his throat like hot seawater.Bloated from a night of drinking and a late meal, he started for
his car. He had a long list of things to do in the morning, enough for two people to do, which
meant the perfect amount of work to keep his mind off more tempting distractions like the girl
from Minchi’s.Was Luz the one? In other words, the one to join him in his house by the sea? She
was definitely in the running. He’d been to the island four times in the last year and had not
encountered another girl who showed the same strength and pluck that Luz had. He liked the
way she challenged him about the money, how she looked into his eyes, and above all, how she
held his hand and kissed his cheek. This girl was a charmer, not a vamp. He touched the
medallion that hung from his chest and prayed silently she would not let the job turn her into
someone like Marcela.Whatever happened with Luz, there was work to be done. Old Man
Juárez bumped the dock just after dawn. Sam was never second in line to buy his fish. It was the
best or nothing for him, and he deserved it. He was el Príncipe de San Nicolaas.3SAM WAS ON
HIS FEET BEFORE DAWN. In an attempt to knock out a hangover before it began, he splashed
a shot of vodka into a glass of orange juice, then spent a few shaky minutes making his bed and
hanging up his clothes. As it was, his room was small. There was sufficient space for a twin bed,
two nightstands, and one bureau but barely enough space to walk around three sides of the bed.
The bathroom consisted of a tiled shower stall, a pedestal sink, and a toilet crammed into the
corner. This combination of rooms Charlie let him have free of charge whenever he came to the
island. They called it the Dog House. It had been an addition that shared a wall with the old
Cunucu house Charlie had refurbished as the centerpiece of his Savaneta retreat.Satisfied his
room would be presentable for Luz’s first visit, Sam headed to Zeerovers Fisherman’s Wharf for
the first catch of the day. He wasn’t the only early morning shopper. There were two hotel buyers



and a bunch of homemakers. He smiled as Old Man Juárez flopped a giant red snapper on the
scale. To the dismay of the people behind him, Sam bought it and another one. Juárez made the
others wait while he filleted the fish for Sam, which only added insult to their injury. They lacked
the patience of the old tomcat that bided his time under the packing crates. The feline knew
there would be guts and heads to feast on. He never so much as got his paws wet to catch a
meal, but he ate better than any animal on the island, probably better than half the people
judging by the size of him.Sam iced the fish in a cooler and refused to let the now mounting
hangover keep him from his appointed tasks. He blasted the air conditioner in the little Nissan
he’d rented and set off in search of provisions. Jeweler Ivan Stansky, who once owned a store on
the upper end of Main Street, brought a Cadillac to the island in 1956. It was the first car
equipped with airco that Sam had driven. After washing and waxing the car for Ivan, he would
drive the long way back to the jewelry shop so the airco could catch up with the heat of the day.
Sam liked Ivan. The jeweler tipped well and taught him the fundamentals of business.Here he
was, decades later, driving a car less than half the size of that Cadillac. However, the airco
worked perfectly, which was a blessing given his condition. He fought off the urge to vomit. Did
he drink that much last night? He couldn’t have. He was in bed by two o’clock, seven hours ago.
Yet, he felt terrible. Could it be he was getting too old for this lifestyle? “No way in hell,” he said
aloud and switched on the radio.He secured seven cases of mixers from Herr Koch, who
doubted he would be able to get things together for the party. But the Prince of San Nicolaas
was undeterred. He wrangled a pair of pork loins, a dozen strip steaks, and half a dozen racks of
ribs from an ornery butcher. He busted his hump cleaning Charlie’s outdoor bar and pavilion.
The barbecue was particularly challenging given the axle-grease-like substance on the grate. He
wondered what the interlopers who rented the bungalows cooked that left muck like that.
Wildebeest flanks? Whatever it was, he got it off and built a proper Boy Scout fire under it. After
checking out the stereo system, he went to the storage room for the sets of white Christmas
lights which he strung around the biggest Divi tree, across the patio dance floor, and finally to
the porch in front of the apartments.He repaired to the kitchen for the final phase of preparations.
After blending a savory marinade from a secret recipe of spices, liquor, and molasses, he
whipped up a pot of dry rub for the fish. He laughed aloud, remembering that Juárez fished
every night but Friday because he believed Jesus multiplied the loaves and the fishes on a
Friday and did not want to be so arrogant as to compete with the Savior when it came to feeding
the masses. To the other fishermen, this made no sense given that Sunday was the Lord’s Day.
Juárez didn’t care what fishermen or priests or cooks said. Who were they to tell him how things
should be when he spoke to God while fishing under the stars as he did?To celebrate
completing a job well done, Sam walked out on the pier and stared down at the swimming hole
in the sandy bottom of the ocean. He pulled off his shirt and leapt into the sea like a seven-year-
old, a grin on his face and his fingers pinching his nose. The water broke around him, cool and
soft. Coming up for air, he let the sun blaze through his closed eyelids. He flipped to his side and
stroked a few laps around the pier, working the last of the hangover out of his system, then



climbed up the ladder. He shook out a cigarette, lit it with the Zippo lighter given to him by
Charlie twenty years ago when Sam had started his consultancy.“What a great life!” Sam told
himself. Sun, sea, and fresh air. Good friends on the way. Excellent food and happy times waiting
for all. He wasn’t worried about a thing — not that he was acting like a teenager nor that the
consequences of his binges in Aruba might catch up to him. He had a plan, and he was right on
track. The plan was to build a house on the island, find the woman of his dreams, and after he
used a one-way ticket south, hang his passport in a nice frame on his bedroom wall. He already
owned the land on which his house would be built. He had most of the money he needed to
retire early. As for the girl of his dreams? Well, Luz was available. Paradise, with all its
accoutrements, was his for the asking.He looked out at the waves breaking over the reef just a
hundred yards from the end of the pier. The reef sheltered a stretch of beach that began at the
west end of San Nicolaas and ended four miles later where Savaneta became another town
called Pos Chiquito. Sandbars fringing the reef shifted with the currents that changed direction
several times during the year. Hurricanes never made landfall on Aruba, but they came close
enough to redirect the wind and with it the water. It was a fool who got caught up in something
that powerful, just like the people who got wrapped up in careers they thought were the only
important thing in the world. There was more to life than making money. Sam heard people say
that all the time, but what did they do about it? They went to work every day as if there was
nothing beyond the paycheck but a waiting grave, as if they didn’t go they would catch cancer.
Sure, they took vacations like the touristas who filled the hotels on the other end of the island,
“the other side of the bridge,” as he liked to say. They spent a week lounging by the beach,
sipping fruity drinks, talking about how great it would be to live in a place like Aruba. But they
never took the time to make it happen.Feeling refreshed and confident Sam returned to his room
for a hard-earned nap. He took a seat on the bed and mulled over how he was going to spring
Luz from Minchi’s for more than a Sunday afternoon. He needed several days of her undivided
attention in order to determine if she was worth a significant investment of time and money. The
trouble wasn’t Chief Calenda, who was a letter-of-the-law type of guy. It was Marcela, who was a
law unto herself. Despite his years on the streets of San Nicolaas, he remembered only a few
facts about her. If he was not mistaken, she had worked at Las Vegas Bar. The last three weeks
of her final tour she had lived with Ricardo, who bought out her contract. He flew to Colombia to
marry her some months later. When the Aruban government fussed over the paperwork, he
married her again on the island. These bits of information Sam received secondhand, and he
had not known Ricardo well enough to verify them. No matter her history, Marcela’s current
reputation as an enforcer was one of brutal swiftness. Girls who broke the rules were fined. Girls
who continued to break the rules were sent home on the next flight. Sam didn’t want that to
happen to Luz, not this early in her tour. He decided to take it one step at a time. The party came
first. After that, he would improvise and come up with something that would make Charlie
proud.When he left his room two hours later, Sam wore a fresh cane cutter shirt and his most
comfortable slacks. His hair was perfect, his teeth clean, and his eyes shined with excitement.



He bee-lined for San Nicolaas with all due haste, praying Chief Calenda was busy with more
important matters than speeding tickets.He took Rogerstraat first. There were only three bars on
that street, American, Caracas, and Tropicana, all at the end near the refinery gate. He slowed
down but wished he hadn’t. The girls on display wore too much make up and not enough
clothes. He smiled and waved just the same.He rounded the corner, passed Main Street, and
turned left onto Rembrandtstraat. The first couple of doors were empty. The third, behind Pianito,
featured two good-looking specimens of the type his old pals liked. Sam continued until he got to
Minchi’s, where he stopped and exited the car. One of the girls from the night before blocked the
doorway.“Hola, mami,” Sam said.“Hola, Samito,” the girl replied.“Where’s Luz?” he asked.“I don’t
know.”“Perdóname, but no bullshit.”She shook her head. “No bullshit.”“Okay, let me pass.”She
turned sideways but didn’t leave the doorway. He forced his way past, brushing her chest as he
did. It wasn’t a bad set of tits but not what he wanted just now. Upstairs, he looked around the
common area where the girls shared their meals. He knocked on the door to room number
three.“¿Quien es?” came the reply.“El Príncipe de San Nicolaas,” Sam told her.Ten seconds
passed before Luz opened the door and said, “Señor, I cannot leave the bar.”Sam barged into
the room, picked Luz off her feet, and smacked her face with a dozen kisses. She put her arms
against his chest and tried to pry out of his grasp. He didn’t stop kissing her until he started
laughing and then she giggled, too. They fell down on the bed, where he stroked her hair and
kissed her ear softly.“Come to the party,” he said. “We’re going to have a feast. Take a swim in the
ocean. Do some dancing if you want. If you don’t like it, I’ll take you home.”“To Colombia?”“No,
back here.”“Mi príncipe,” Luz said, “La Dueña does not permit us to leave the bar.”“When the bar
is closed, you can go wherever you want. I’m not leaving unless you go with me.” Sam peeled up
the covers from the edge of the bed and rolled himself into them.“This man!” she thought. He
was playful enough, like a little boy, but he had to understand she needed to work the street. She
would be in debt up to her ears if she didn’t find paying clients soon. At the same time, she was
hungry, and he had said there was going to be food.“One hour,” she said holding her finger up.
“Sesenta minutos. No mas.”“No mas, mami,” Sam replied, unrolling from the duvet. After fixing
the covers, he told her he would wait for her in the car.Downstairs, Sam found Roger and his
cousin Carlos passing by, each with a carload of girls. There were five packed into Roger’s little
Toyota, which made it look like a clown-mobile at the circus.“See you at the party!” Roger called
to him.“Thanks for the warning!” Sam yelled back.Luz appeared with a tiny bag over her
shoulder and a pair of sunglasses atop her head. When she was safely in the passenger seat,
he got behind the wheel and checked his mirror before pulling out.When they were beyond the
limits of town, he put his hand on Luz’s thigh and said. “I hope you’re hungry.”“One hour,” Luz
reminded Sam.“Relax. You want to come back in an hour, that’s what you do. No problem. Just
make me a promise. If you have a good time, stay as long as the party lasts. Okay?”Luz pushed
her hair behind her ears and looked out the window. She suddenly worried that she would be
trapped at the party with no way of getting back to the bar.“Here,” Sam said holding out his
hand.Luz saw the folded bill pinched in his fingers. A man had come to Minchi’s with a roll of



those hundred-dollar bills. He never gave her one, but he spent them on other girls and on liquor,
too. Pablo complained whenever he changed them. Apparently, a lot of fakes were in
circulation.“Are you going to take the money?” Sam asked her.She took it. That’s why she’d
come to Aruba, to make money, not to be a whore, although that’s what she had to be to make
money. She folded the bill into a small strip. When it was deep in the pocket of her jeans, she
said quietly, “Gracias.”“Will you please smile?”She smiled for him in her reserved way, the way
that had charmed Sam into thinking she might be the one.“That’s it. Come on, it’s Charlie’s
birthday. This is the most important day of the year.”“More important than Christmas?” she
asked.“Christmas? Whose birthday is that?”“Señor,” she said solemnly. “Don’t say such
things.”“Charlie is the King of Aruba. This is his day. It’s my duty to make sure it is fantastic.”At
Charlie’s in Savaneta, he parked out of the way, where the car was less likely to be dented by a
drunken reveler making an uncontrolled departure. This happened from time to time and was an
expensive inconvenience.“Introductions,” Roger said as Sam walked up with his arm around
Luz.“You first, champion,” Sam replied.Roger stood up, cleared his throat like an emcee, and
waved at the five girls standing at the bar. “Our first contestant is Juanita. She’s from Cali. Then
we have two from Bogotá. They are Jenny, a very un-Colombian name, and Dahlia, a pretty
flower if ever there was one. Also from Cali is the lovely Maria, not to be confused with the Lord’s
mother. And finally, from a small town somewhere near the Venezuelan border, is Laura. Oh, and
that last one over there is Carlos, but he’s ocupado already.” The guys laughed while the girls
checked things out.“This is Luz,” Sam said to his friends.“Mucho gusto,” Roger said, putting out
his hand.Luz shook it gently. She didn’t know what to make of these men, but they seemed to be
enjoying themselves in harmless ways.“Nice choice,” Carlos stage-whispered.“Watch it, chico,”
Sam said, “Get the girls some drinks while I fire up the barbecue.”“Yes, sir.”Sam took Luz to the
barbecue, where he showed her the perfection of his Boy Scout campfire. He wasted no
matches in the breeze. Instead, he used his Zippo. It ignited on the first try and stood up to the
breeze like a flare at the refinery.“Something to drink?” he asked Luz.“Agua.”“Water? Mami,
please. How about a beer? No. Whiskey? No. Alright, maybe Baileys? Ah, I think I saw a smile
there. Baileys it is.” Sam poured a reasonable amount of Baileys into a cup with ice.Luz sipped
the drink. It was delicious in the heat of the day.“Okay. Snacks,” Sam said and went off to the
kitchen. He drafted Roger on the way. When they were in the kitchen together, he said, “What do
you think?”“She’s nice,” Roger replied.“Nice? Please, she’s better than anyone I’ve seen in more
than a year.”“Maybe she’s the one.”“We’ll soon find out. Bring that tray of cheese and stuff, will
you? And where’s Manny?”“On his way,” Roger answered and took the tray, added an armful of
cracker boxes, and headed outside. Sam hefted a bowl of salsa and two giant bags of tortilla
chips. At the bar, he organized the food to make it appealing. He took a taste of each thing to
make sure it was perfect. He told the girls to help themselves, spearing a cheese cube with a
toothpick and pointing it at the nearest girl’s mouth.“Here we go!” Sam shouted and clapped his
hands to the music. He turned the volume up a few notches. His dancing amused the girls. They
pointed at his hips as he rocked to the salsa as if he were the Latin King himself. He came out



from behind the bar and took Luz into his arms. She fell into the rhythm with him. Soon everyone
but Carlos was dancing. He tended the fire and poured drinks so no one went thirsty.“Oh, shit!”
Sam cried suddenly. “I forgot the cake!” Without another word, he jogged to his car and sped
off.Luz accepted a second glass of Baileys from Carlos and chatted with Jenny, a girl she
recognized from Rembrandtstraat.“This place is pretty,” Jenny said. She and Luz gazed at the
pavilion with its outdoor bar, the nearby barbecue, and the surrounding bungalows that were
tucked among Divi trees and wild foliage. All of it was less than fifty feet from a beach fringed
with coconut palms.“I’m worried.” Luz said. “We’re not supposed to work outside of San
Nicolaas.”Jenny waved her concern into the breeze. “What are they going to do, arrest us
all?”Luz turned her head and took a taste of her drink.“You came with Samito,” Jenny said next. “I
hear he has a lot of money.”Luz turned away from Jenny. Samito had given her a hundred
dollars, but she wasn’t about to volunteer that piece of information.“Another girl told me he
comes to Aruba all the time. She said he wanted to marry a girl and live here with her. Maybe
you’ll get lucky.”“Maybe,” Luz said but kept her eyes toward the ocean.“You like the ocean?”
Jenny asked.“I’ve never been in.”“Want to go for a swim?”Before Luz could answer, Jenny pulled
off her shirt and started walking toward a wooden pier that protruded into the sea. A car stopped
at the pavilion. A man about Sam’s age hopped out of the passenger side and ran up behind
Jenny. He tugged down her shorts. She screeched and slapped him playfully then kicked off the
shorts to reveal her thong bathing suit. Carlos whistled from the bar.Jenny and the guy bolted for
the end of the pier. She dove off the end, came up for air, and waved her bikini top over her head
like a signal flag. Luz watched from the dock, turning every few minutes to see if Sam had
returned.“Come in!” Jenny called to her.“Shark in the water,” the guy said as he swam up behind
Jenny. He cupped her breasts and nuzzled her neck. Jenny fell back on him, pushing him under.
He came up, got in front of her, and kissed her neck.Luz turned away. She didn’t want to watch
the antics of another couple. Just then, Samito pulled up trailing a cloud of dust. After the air
cleared, he took a box from the back seat and carried it into the house. She followed his path
toward the kitchen door. He met her on his way out.“Having a good time?” he asked.“Sí, gracias,”
she answered.“¡Fantastico! Let’s do some cooking.” He took her by the hand and danced her
across the patio to the barbecue. The fire needed about fifteen more minutes, just enough time
for him to get everything outside. The two of them carried out the meat, grill utensils, and spices.
She tied an apron around Sam’s waist. He drew two pairs of tongs like six shooters and pointed
them at her. “We’re going to feast, mami!” he said.His enthusiasm fascinated her. It was more like
a professional athlete’s than a child’s. He was doing what he loved, and he loved doing it right.
Each piece of meat underwent careful inspection. He dabbed more marinade on it then
smacked it onto the grill. When it sizzled on the grate, he clapped his hands and sniffed the
aroma. While the steaks grilled, he rubbed spices over the fish. He also salted the vegetables
and wrapped them in aluminum foil. He budgeted the space on the grate effectively so all the
food would be ready to eat at the same time.Roger and Carlos brought trays to receive Sam’s
creations. He cleared the grill one piece at a time until everything was off except two steaks and



two pieces of fish. He looked to Luz and winked. She smiled back at him.They sat at the bar,
where Carlos had plates and utensils set up. Jenny and her partner came running when they
heard the food was ready.Upon seeing the guy, Sam smacked the bar and shouted, “You lying
sack of … When did you get in, Tom?”Tom smirked. “About an hour ago. Manny gave me a ride,”
he said pointing his finger across the pavilion at Manny, who was acquainting himself with one of
the girls.“Why didn’t you tell me you were coming?”“Surprises are better,” Tom answered.“What
about the other guys?” Sam inquired.“Ah, you know, they have their excuses.”After a shrug, Sam
raised his glass. “To our dear friend, Charles,” he said. “May he show up soon.”Just then the man
himself pulled to a halt in front of the house. He walked around to the patio and threw his arms in
the air. “You started without me!”“There’s plenty,” Sam said.“I know,” Charlie replied smiling. “Let’s
have the cake.”“First, I have one for you to meet,” Sam told him. “This is Luz.”“Mucho gusto,”
Charlie said to her, bowing slightly. He continued in Spanish, “I see you’re with the Crown Prince
of San Nicolaas. As the king, I must warn you, he’s a terrible playboy. Don’t fall in love.”Luz
blushed at the joke. Maybe it was the Baileys that made her giddy. Whatever it was, she was
enjoying herself at this place. She ate the steak and fish Sam had saved for her as well as some
of the vegetables. It was a huge meal, enough to last her another day. The music was as good as
the food, and no one seemed to care about anything except refilling their drinks.A number of
other people arrived after Charlie — couples, small groups, and even a few children. They
wished Charlie a happy birthday, sampled a portion of Sam’s cooking, and took a turn dancing.
Everyone knew each other and conversed as best they could with the music blaring.Then
Charlie’s wife, Rosalba, appeared, and the party stopped for a second. Rosalba took her time
placing fifty-six candles on the cake while everyone watched. When she started to light them
one at a time with wooden matches, Sam lost his patience.“Here, mami,” he said stepping up to
help her. He took out his Zippo and lit four candles in his hand. He gave her two and kept two for
himself. They went around the cake, lighting four at a time, until all fifty-six were burning.With
Sam conducting, they sang “Happy Birthday” to Charlie three times, in English, Spanish, and
Papiamento. Charlie took off his glasses, leaned over the cake, and blew on the candles. He got
them all out to the cheers of the crowd.As the sun set, the party started to wind down. Little by
little, Sam cleaned up the barbecue and bar area. He made a game of it, dancing his way to the
kitchen door and back. He never took his eyes off Luz. He smiled, winked, pointed his finger-
pistol at her, and kissed her constantly.Luz enjoyed the attention. It felt genuine. But she grew
more anxious as her hour-long commitment turned into six. Minchi’s opened at nine, only forty-
five minutes away. She wanted no trouble with la Dueña. She decided to ask Samito to take her
back to town as soon as he could. He had no reason to complain. There wasn’t much going on
at the moment. His friends were settled over the domino table and their beer bottles. He could
drive her back and return in time for the next game if he didn’t dither. Of course, there was the
question of what he expected for his hundred dollars.She approached him near the domino
table, where he was waiting for his turn. She took up his hand and kissed it lightly.“Señor,” she
said.“¿Sí?”“A walk by the water?” she suggested.“¡Fantastico!” Sam beamed as he led her



toward the dock.“Maybe a little time together,” Luz said as they walked along the wooden planks,
“and then you could take me to town.”Her subtlety impressed Sam. He accepted her proposal
with a simple, “Claro.”At the end of the pier, they sat on one of the chairs. She expected Sam to
start kissing her or put his hands on her body. Instead, he sat with her in front of him, draped his
arms over her shoulders, and one by one, pointed out constellations. He seemed to be restless
but not in a hurry. To keep his hands busy, he rubbed her shoulders. Charlie was right about
Samito. He was a prince. He fed her, gave her expensive drinks, danced with her, and now he
was rubbing the knots out of her muscles. At some point, he was going to ask for sex. Why else
would he have given her the money?“Vamos,” Sam said rising from the chair.It was time, Luz
reasoned. He had a room here, and they were headed for it. But at the end of the pier, he turned
to the right and led her down the beach. Did he want to have sex on the sand? That was only fun
in the movies.Music drifted with the breeze. She looked over her shoulder at the Christmas lights
strung around the pavilion. She thought they were just as pleasant as the stars. A smile spread
over her face.“Ah, tan linda,” Sam said.Luz blushed for the second time that night. He turned her
to face him and started moving his hips with the music. Wasn’t she just thinking about the
movies? Yes, she was, and this was like a scene from one of those silly romances her sister
liked. The moon was big. Music played softly. They stood close enough to the ocean to taste it.
For a second, she forgot about why she was in Aruba and the hundred-dollar bill in her pocket.
She put her head on Samito’s shoulder. They danced a slow salsa in the sand, two lovers, a
married couple, anything but a whore and a client.Sam pulled back to gaze down at her. She
opened her eyes to him. He felt the genuine affection she had for him at that moment. It was in
everything about her. The way she held his hand. The way she pursed her lips to say something
but didn’t. The way she curved those lips ever so slightly to smile. It was only at the corners of
her mouth, but it was a smile, one that meant she was happy. She wasn’t worried about her
family in Colombia, nor was she concerned with la Dueña or the police. And if it was only for an
instant, so be it. She was living entirely in the present, in the exact second of joy he had
prepared for her. A twinge of guilt nicked his ego. He paid a hundred dollars for something that
was worth a million. Where else but Aruba could a guy have so much fun, never break the law,
and for so little money? He didn’t know and didn’t care to find out.He twirled her around on the
sand so she was facing down the beach. Then his ears roared with the sound of her screaming.
She spun into his chest and sobbed. Instinctively, he clutched her to his body. Lifting his head
out of her hair, he saw what it was that had frightened her half to death. A man lay face down on
the beach, the lower half of his body submerged in the lapping water.4DOCTOR VAN DAM
HEARD A VEHICLE pull into his driveway, followed by loud voices and then pounding fists on his
door. He looked from his office window and recognized the pickup down there. It belonged to
Charlie. Charlie himself was in view. Beside him stood several other people. He knew only Sam,
although the others were vaguely familiar. Then he saw that Sam had a person under the arms
and was dragging him toward the entrance to the clinic.“Damn these whoremongers!” he said to
himself.They enjoyed their parties and their drinking and their stupid antics. Inevitably, they



showed up at Centro Medico, the hospital, or here at his clinic, where he served the general
public as a family physician. There was a price to pay for having outrageous fun. It was only six
months ago that they brought in a girl with a cut on her foot which required eight stitches. Sooner
or later, someone was going to be seriously injured. By the looks of things, his prediction had
come true.Nonetheless, he was a physician who swore an oath to preserve life and provide care.
He took it seriously even in cases of the stupid, the foolish, the reckless, and all of the
aforementioned afflictions combined. He was hoping that someday there would be a vaccine or
a pill which would lessen those maladies. In the meantime, it was up to people like him to do
their best.Despite the fact that it was Sunday and the clinic beneath his residence was closed,
he wanted to look professional. He tugged on his white coat and draped his stethoscope around
his neck. On his way downstairs, he muttered to himself about having to order more supplies,
hire another nurse, and take a vacation to Holland or somewhere cold enough to need a coat.
The constant sun and heat of Aruba wore him out. He arrived at the door, took a deep breath,
and pulled it open. The sight on the other side made him gasp.“Set him down,” he ordered.Sam
eased the man onto the floor. “I found him on the beach,” he said. “He’s still alive.”“I can see that,”
Van Dam replied, putting his stethoscope to the man’s chest. “He’s obviously dehydrated, sun
burnt, and starving.”“What can we do?” Sam asked.“He must go to the hospital. Immediately. Put
him in your truck. I’ll ride with him in the back.”The men looked at Van Dam as if he had just
ordered them to jump into a raging fire.“Now! Are you so drunk you can’t move?”They snapped
out of their trance that instant. Tom held the door open while Sam and Roger heaved the man
onto the back seat of Charlie’s pickup. Van Dam got in with the patient as Charlie took the wheel.
Sam rode in the passenger seat.“Lock the doors!” Van Dam shouted to one of the men standing
in his driveway. He said to Charlie, “Drive as fast as you can, as safely as you can. I don’t think a
few bumps will do any more damage.”“You think he’ll make it?” Sam asked.“Who can tell? Was
he conscious when you found him?”“Barely. He mumbled something about drowning or not
drowning. I couldn’t understand it.”“He obviously didn’t drown. If he dies, it will be from exposure
or dehydration and such.”Sam held on as Charlie swerved around several cars waiting in line at
the first traffic light. He said, “Kenny told me a tugboat sank somewhere off Curaçao. Maybe he
was part of the crew.”Van Dam said, “If he drifted all the way from Curaçao, he’s lucky to be
alive.”Charlie checked his mirrors. No one, the police or otherwise, was following him. A green
light glowed at the intersection for the airport. He dodged several cars there. The drivers
protested with blowing horns and flashing lights.Taxis and locals going to and from the center of
Oranjestaad blocked the main road near the cruise ship terminal. The pickup bounced over the
curb at the parliament building as Charlie navigated around the pavilion on the side. He slowed
just enough to shift into a lower gear. A security guard ran inside, no doubt to phone the police.
Well, he had a good reason for tearing up the greenery, and it was about time the security guard
did something other than stand there and scratch his ass for the tourists all night.To save time,
Charlie drove the wrong way up Havenstraat. He was half on the sidewalk, half on the street.
Horns blared. People shouted. He ignored them and concentrated on not crashing. At the circle



on the far side of town, he got back on the highway. With enough room for him to get to full
speed, he shifted up through the gears, barely letting off the throttle to work the clutch. He
reflected on how his new truck charged like a bull. What a good selection he had made!The sign
for the hospital flew by. Charlie knew it was shorter to take the second left. He slowed to a safer
speed to make the turn. The tires barked and the tail end of the truck started to slide. He steered
into the skid, the tires caught, and he whipped the wheel back the other way. The truck
shuddered then leapt forward toward the emergency entrance.When Charlie came to a
complete stop, Van Dam started breathing normally again. It had been a wild ride, as harrowing
as one he’d taken in Sarajevo during the recent war there. He left his patient on the seat and ran
into the hospital. Two orderlies were staring through the door with curious faces. “Is this a
hospital or a beach club?” Van Dam said.“Sometimes both,” one orderly replied.“Get a gurney!
There’s a very sick man out there.”The orderlies took their time gathering up the gurney. Van
Dam bolted over, took the head end, and shoved it toward the door. They caught up with him at
Charlie’s truck. Upon seeing the man lying on the back seat, they set about doing their jobs as
they had been trained. Van Dam supervised, keeping his eyes on everything at once.“Come on,”
Charlie said, “It’s in their hands.”“You have a cigarette?” Sam asked.“Do you have a lighter?”
Charlie replied.Sam winked. They walked outside just as Tom and Carlos showed up.“Is he
alive?” Tom asked.“He was when they took him,” Sam said.Tom put his head down. “I hope they
don’t kill him.”“What a night!” Carlos commented.“Chico,” Sam warned, “it’s early.”“We dropped
the girls off,” Tom said. “They didn’t know what to think.”“How was Luz?” Sam asked.Tom thought
for a second. “Stunned, I guess,” he said.“Poor kid. Tough start for her. Let’s hope this guy makes
it,” Sam finished.The smokers lit up and leaned on the truck, waiting for word to come from
inside. To pass the time, Tom related a story from his days in the Navy, this one about a plane
that was launched off an aircraft carrier directly into the sea. The pilot survived; the copilot died.
As soon as the pilot was back on deck and in a dry uniform, he was forced to take off
immediately.“I guess you lose your nerve if you don’t get right back in the saddle,” Carlos
said.They all shook their heads, wondering if they had the courage to do such a thing. Then the
group broke up. They admitted there was nothing they could do at the hospital. Tom and Carlos
volunteered to clean up the remnants of the party. Charlie and Sam said they would stay and
bring the good news as soon as it was available.Less than fifteen minutes later, a police car
pulled up to the hospital. Jules Calenda got out of the passenger seat. The officer driving
followed closely behind.“Bon nochi,” Calenda greeted Sam and Charlie.“Greetings,
Commandante,” Charlie said lightly.Calenda tried to smile, failed, and retained the grim look on
his face. “I see you are here at the hospital, so there must be a reason for your dangerous
driving,” he said.Charlie knew better than to taunt Calenda. Reckless driving wasn’t close to
murder, but policemen thought conspiracy lurked around every corner. For the most part, they
were correct. It was just that the conspiracy was not always criminal. It was more a case of
people having a good time and wanting to be left alone. At least that was how Charlie viewed the
world. However, he respected Calenda’s efforts in light of the fact that San Nicolaas was in dire



need of a good spring cleaning.“A man washed up on the beach,” Charlie said.“A man washed
up on the beach,” Calenda repeated, “and you did not call the police?”“I’m sorry, Commandante.
We took him to the clinic. Doctor Van Dam ordered he be brought to the hospital.”“Would you
agree it has been an interesting weekend?” Calenda asked.“Of course, and a full moon, too.”“Do
you believe the full moon makes people do strange things?” Calenda asked seriously.“The full
moon and rum, Commandante, which is why I never drink under a full moon unless it is my
birthday. Three negatives make a positive, you see.”Sam released a grin but turned his head
sideways to hide it.“I don’t know if we agree completely on that. You will wait here while I confer
inside?”Charlie spread his arms. “Naturally,” he said. “I have the night off to celebrate my
birthday.”“You as well, Sam.”“At your service,” Sam replied.Calenda entered the emergency
room, where he spoke to a woman behind the counter. She was mostly unhelpful in that the
information she had was less complete than what Charlie had given him. She knew only that a
man in serious condition was brought in. The patient was upstairs in the intensive care ward. She
did not know who the attending physician was. She did not know if there were any facts of the
man’s identity. She did not care to look away from the tiny television playing a Venezuelan soap
opera to relate these bits of data to Calenda.As Calenda saw it, the problem with Aruba was that
no one took anything seriously except leisure activities. When it came to enjoying oneself, hardly
any nationality exceeded the Arubans. An Aruban is an expert at dozens of useless skills such
as wind surfing, salsa dancing, and carnival costume design, to name a few. However, when it
came to occupations critical to society’s proper function, such as this secretary’s, Arubans
scored near the bottom.If Calenda was bitter, it was because he believed his tiny nation should
aspire to lofty goals as their Dutch conquerors once had. Holland was a tiny nation when
compared to England or Germany or France. Yet, Holland once dominated world trade.
Rotterdam was still the busiest port in Europe. The world thought the Netherlands was a quaint
place full of flowers and people who wore wooden shoes. That was to overlook her contributions
to medicine, engineering, and the arts. Sadly, Calenda’s forgotten colonial outpost was never
infused with the same work ethic as the motherland.Perhaps it was impossible to concentrate on
serious matters when every day planeloads of tourists came to laze their vacation time away.
The natives caught the disease from the visitors. In the last ten years, as the refinery declined
and the hotels boomed, Calenda’s fellow islanders slid deeper into a miasma of
thoughtlessness. Vehicle accidents involving alcohol were up. Deaths during the carnival season
increased each year. Petty crime, nonexistent in Calenda’s youth, was a growing problem in the
hotel area. Jobs at the hotels used to be snatched up by local people who preferred pleasant
surroundings to the industrial wasteland of the refinery. Now workers were imported from
Colombia to fill the demand while native citizens subsisted on government largesse. Colombia
used to send nothing but prostitutes. At present, Calenda couldn’t tell the difference between the
young women cleaning rooms at the Hotel Royale and the girls working in San Nicolaas. “How
can you tell the difference?” his colleagues from that end of the island joked. “You mean there is
a difference?” was the answer. That aggravated him most of all. There was a zone of tolerance in



Aruba. It was in San Nicolaas, where it always had been and where it rightly belonged. When his
colleagues looked the other way at prostitution in the hotels, they invited disaster. Not everyone
had the same tolerant view of these activities, especially Americans. American mothers did not
like their children exposed to tawdry scenes in the hallways or on the beaches. When word
spread that women worked the same hotels that families used, tourism would go the way of the
refinery. Then what would the island do to support itself? Ah, he almost forgot, they would call
Holland for more money to fix things.He didn’t expect to change the course of history by himself.
He would do his job the way it was supposed to be done: professionally, expeditiously, and with
a conscience. His conscience bothered him most, and at times he worried it affected his ability
to be an effective enforcer of the law.At the entrance to the intensive care ward, Calenda found
Doctors Van Dam and Sanial. He stood with his hands behind his back, employing his excellent
memory instead of a notebook.“It’s not so often I get my patients from Charlie’s parties, but once
in a while,” Van Dam said.“This man they brought to you. Can you tell me anything about
him?”Van Dam replied with a shrug. “I don’t know so much as his name. There was nothing in his
pockets. However, we believe he will live. You can ask him all the questions you like in a day or
so.”“Any signs of violence?” Calenda inquired.“Nothing I would attribute to deliberate violence.
He shows some bruises that would be expected in his circumstance. He’s also dehydrated and
probably hasn’t eaten in many days.”Doctor Sanial agreed with Van Dam.“Is he conscious
now?”“No. He won’t be conscious for at least eight hours.”“Nothing more to add? Either of
you?”They both said they had nothing.Calenda loathed a day of interviews at the Port Authority
and the refinery. Perhaps they knew of a ship that had gone down. He should contact them
immediately so word would spread. Better yet, he should assign someone to do this. Of course,
the assignee would do a lousy job of it, not put a sense of urgency behind the effort. But he did
not want to do it himself because talking to those bureaucrats was horrendously tedious. They
would all want to have a cup of coffee. They would all want to know what was the purpose of his
official visit. They would all exaggerate their position and the aid they would lend. Later, they
would ignore his follow-up calls and ultimately issue a letter on fancy paper stating that they had
turned up nothing to assist the investigation. It would be a complete waste of time. Or was he
becoming as lazy as his countrymen about whom he liked to complain so much? He reminded
himself what he had learned when he trained with the New York City Police Department only a
few months ago. Use your resources wisely. Time is the resource you have the least of. Do not
waste it.“I’ll return tomorrow. Hopefully, I can have a talk with him,” he said to the doctors.They
were noncommittal but smiled.Calenda excused himself and returned to the parking lot, where
Sam and Charlie sat on the tailgate of the truck.“Tell us, Commandante, how is the patient?”
Charlie asked.“The doctors tell me he will live.”“Well, then, a celebration! A drink on the veranda
for you and Sam and me.”Calenda would never collect the drink. He noted the patches of grass
stuck to Charlie’s fenders.“Be careful driving,” he said and turned to leave. From the corner of his
eye he saw a hearse pulling away from the building. There were only four hearses on the island.
This one belonged to the Ad Patres Funeral Home of San Nicolaas. Without realizing it, Calenda



had stopped to watch the car drive out of the parking lot and down the road. From behind him,
he heard Charlie speak.“Better a ride in my truck than one of those, eh Commandante?”Calenda
looked back and replied, “I was thinking of Ricardo Cortés. Did you know him?”“Like me, he
owned a bar,” Charlie said.“Not quite the same as yours,” Calenda reflected.“But on the same
street in the same town.”“And his wife?” the policeman asked.“She rules the roost now, doesn’t
she?”“Not Ricardo’s son?” Calenda queried.“Not his type of business,” Charlie said. “He paints
with me sometimes.”“I hear he is very talented. Bon nochi, gentlemen.”Charlie and Sam
departed the hospital and drove to Savaneta, where they found no one. With the exception of the
twinkling Christmas lights, all signs of the party had been taken down, put away, or thrown in the
trash.“Going to town?” Sam asked Charlie.“My wife and I are spending the night here,” Charlie
replied.A dream come true, Sam almost said. His piece of land was only a few hundred yards
away, and like Charlie, he would someday live in sight of the ocean with a wonderful
woman.Charlie said, “Tomorrow, we’ll check on Jonah, whom the whale spit out. Isn’t that the
story?”“I’ll have to consult my Bible.”“Please do. And pray for me,” Charlie said. “I’m a terrible
sinner.”To clear his head, Sam walked to the beach, to the spot where he found the man at the
water’s edge. The breeze was picking up. It came from the east, which was the direction it was
supposed to come from. That was reassuring in its normalcy. Sam was used to abnormalities but
only in terms of outrageous fun. Exotic drinks, women with strange names, and theme parties all
made sense to him. Murders, shipwreck survivors, things of that nature, were not amusing. They
disturbed the joyful atmosphere of his paradise.Near the edge of the horizon, a cruise ship
approached the island. He couldn’t imagine drifting around on the open sea for days on end.
What did it take to keep your wits when there was no hope in sight? What did it take to not inhale
a lungful of seawater and end the torment? He wondered if he had what it would take to fight to
live in that situation.On the sand in front of him, he saw the life jacket that had been around the
man’s neck. It was still inflated. He picked it up, turned it over, and noted the name stenciled on it
in capital letters: PATRICIA. In smaller letters, down one side, it read, PHILA, PA. Sam couldn’t
remember the last time he had been to Philadelphia. Most of his days were spent in Florida and
Texas.He carried the life jacket back to his room, where he hung it over the doorknob. Sam
hoped that the guy would donate it to Charlie’s Bar, where it would hang amidst all the other junk
left by sailors and tourists. It would be a hell of a conversation piece. “Let me tell you about this
guy who washed up on the beach one night,” the story would begin. He would point at the life
jacket as proof.He rinsed quickly, donned fresh clothes, and drove to San Nicolaas to maintain
his reputation. He didn’t pass a single person on the street as he drove along the refinery wall.
He parked near the main gate, purposely away from Minchi’s so he had time to have a few drinks
with his pals before checking on Luz.Sam walked into Java Bar, where his friends sat at one end
of the bar. Kenny held court, slinging booze and shaking out cigarettes. Two working girls sat in
the corner by the jukebox, gossiping and twisting their hair.“You rescued Robinson Crusoe,”
Kenny said to Sam.“We don’t know his name yet,” Sam replied.“I told you I saw something on the
television about a boat going down in that storm last week,” Kenny reminded him. “The



usual?”“Yeah,” Sam told him. “Do you remember the name of the boat?”“No, but the rest of the
crew was rescued from a life raft. They were picked up by a ship bound for Curaçao.”“Good for
them,” Sam said taking his drink.His friends wanted to know how the guy was doing. Sam
informed them that he was expected to live. Other than that, there was nothing to report. He
raised his glass to the man and toasted his survival.“Better him than me,” Kenny said. “I’d rather
die in a plane crash than let the sharks get me.”Tom said, “What if you crash-land a plane in the
ocean and then the sharks get you?”“Why don’t you go upstairs with the one with the massive
breasts over there and see if she can float you off the bed?” Kenny replied.“If that guy makes it,
I’ll pay, and he can take her up. What does everyone think of that?”They agreed the guy
deserved a free one. Each man put ten dollars on the bar. Kenny scooped up the money and
stuffed it in the jar used to keep track of the vino the girl sold.“There,” Kenny said. “He has a free
jump waiting. Now who needs another drink?”Several rounds of drinks took up the hours. Sam
quit after his fifth. It was a long day turning into a longer night. He wanted to be reasonably sober
for the early morning hours with Luz.“Goodnight, gentlemen. See you on the porch,” Sam said
and headed for the door.“Off to your pillow?” Tom said to his back.Sam raised a pair of finger-
pistols in the air and continued on his way. A few men trolled the street ahead of him. They
peeked in the windows, made disgusting jokes to one another, and shuffled on. He stopped at
the corner to get a cigarette from his pack when Frankie came out of the shadows.“Franklin,”
Sam said, rattling the change in his pocket, “It’s been an interesting night.”Frankie gestured
toward Minchi’s and said, “There was no funeral parade for Ricardo last month. If he didn’t get
one, who’s gonna have one for me?”“I will Frankie, a parade that’s half a day long.”Frankie
picked up his head and smiled with his rotten teeth on full display. “You’re a man of honor. A
gentleman. A caballero!”“Okay, Frankie, cheer up. I have a girl to see.”“She’s gone. Gone with the
wind. Gone. Gone. Gone.”“What?” Sam snapped.“She leave with the woman in the big car.”Sam
barged into Minchi’s and looked around. Pablo handed a fresh beer to a guy in refinery coveralls.
Spanner sat at the far end of the bar with his arms folded over his chest. The other girls were
occupied with a trio of high-school-age punks.Sam crossed to Spanner and fired his cigarette.
Before he exhaled the first puff of smoke, Spanner held up his hands.“Save your words,”
Spanner said to him.“Where is she?” Sam asked.“She go with la Dueña.”“La Dueña?”Spanner
heaved himself off the barstool. He took a glass of ice from the cooler and dumped a few cubes
into his mouth. “I told you before, Ricardo is dead. She is the owner.”Sam drew too hard on his
cigarette. Hot smoke scorched his throat. He choked back a cough. After a long exhale, he said,
“Andrés gets nothing?”“Maybe Ricardo’s boat. What’s it to you?”“What’s it to me?”“That’s what I
asked you. What business is it of yours?”“None, but I would have liked an after-hours date with
the girl.”Spanner chuckled. “First come, first served. There are three other girls here. If you don’t
like them, there are a hundred more in town.”Furious, Sam kicked the door open ahead of him as
he passed onto the street. He spotted Frankie slinking along the wall. Seated against the tree
that stood before Bongo Bar was Speedy, another choller, who thanks to years of drug abuse
was about as fast as a dead rabbit.Sam wasn’t about to go back to Java, where he would have



to explain why he wasn’t with Luz. For a second, he thought about breaking his own rules and
bedding a girl in another bar but decided his heart wouldn’t be in it the way it would have been
with Luz. He tossed his cigarette into the gutter and headed for his car.The drive to Savaneta
settled him with its monotony. He parked in the back and walked out on the pier. White lights on
a fisherman’s boat sparkled beyond the reef. He went for a swim the way he did as a kid, buck-
naked.The laps around the pier reminded him of a swimming meet he’d won when he was in
elementary school. The coach gave him a plastic trophy that was a prized possession until he
left the island for college. He threw it in the trash when he cleaned out his room. He was all
grown up, heading out into the world to prove he could do anything. And what did he prove?
Only that where he’d started was where he wanted to end. The stuff in the middle wasn’t worth a
handful of sand.He floated on his back, watching the stars, waiting for something to appear. No
divine revelation was forthcoming. However, an earthly one came to him in the form of a voice
speaking from the dock.“The Greeks had the right idea,” Charlie said. “They only wore clothes
when they had to, and that did not include athletics or swimming.”Sam climbed up the ladder
and accepted a drink from his lifelong friend.“What do you think?” Charlie asked.“I think you’re
my best friend in the world,” Sam replied.“I can see you’re alone and feeling sad, out here in the
ocean with your manhood exposed to the sharks. Freedom has its risks, you know.”“Do you think
Andrés will get screwed out of everything?” Sam asked.Tilting his head, Charlie answered, “That
depends on his stepmother, Marcela. Ricardo should have found himself a nice Dutch farm girl.
She might have been plump as a milk cow, but she would have loved him for bringing her to the
sun and treated his son fairly.”“And Marcela?” Sam asked.Charlie stirred his rum with his index
finger and licked it clean. “She’s Colombian. What else can be known?”“She has my girl with
her.”The rum gave Charlie a moment to think. He sought the good things in people. It was his
nature. However, a life gallivanting about the world, and Colombia specifically, had taught him
that evil intentions nested in more people than he cared to admit. He sipped the rum, then said,
“Marcela is the boss. What choice does the girl have?”“She could have come home with me,”
Sam remarked.Charlie shifted topics with a shrug. “A man lands on the beach over there. What a
way to get a visitor, eh? Amazing.”“It’s Aruba,” Sam said. “Anything can happen.”“That’s the
spirit,” Charlie said with a smile and raised his glass to the waning moon.5ARUBA’S ONLY
HOSPITAL accepted its usual cases the next day. There were tourists with severe sunburn. A
man broke his ankle at a hotel swimming pool. He was chasing his five-year-old son. Another
man had a stroke after breakfast. Two children burned their mouths by trying to imitate fire-
eaters who performed at the Carnival Spectacular Show. There were no overnight traffic
accidents. No barroom brawls sent battered patients in need of sutures.There was a man on the
third floor who was one-of-a-kind. The upper portion of his body was sunburned like any of the
tourists. He was dehydrated but much worse than the fools who drank too much and sat on the
beach all day. He also differed from the tourists in that he didn’t get to the island on an airplane
or a cruise ship. He floated or swam. No one knew exactly how because he had yet to speak a
single word.His first two visitors were Sam and Charlie, the man who found him and the one who



brought him to the hospital respectively. Doctor Sanial said the man absorbed fluids “like a
sponge,” and that he “probably” didn’t have any organ damage. Sam wondered about his own
damaged organs, specifically his liver, which processed vodka by the gallon, and his lungs,
which filtered cigarettes by the carton. Charlie didn’t care about these things, firmly believing that
there was no way to prolong life or to prevent death. One had to live the way one wanted without
watching the clock and constantly worrying how much time remained.Sam and Charlie sat in
chairs by the window. They reminisced about the old days as they took in the view. Before that
building was built on that spot, we had a picnic there. That road heading into town, it used to be
a mule track out of town. A plane made an emergency landing on this stretch of beach in 1968.
The pilot walked away without a scratch. A man found a gold nugget at the foot of that hill. The
same guy won a thousand dollars the day the Royal Cabana Casino opened.“Looks like he’s
coming around,” Sam said after looking over his shoulder at the patient.Charlie turned away from
the window. The man’s face was haggard. The hairs of his beard looked itchy. His lips were
blistered. And his first sight was a couple of boozers staring down with sloppy grins.“Welcome to
Aruba, Captain,” Sam said. “Permission to come ashore has been granted.” He performed a lazy
salute with the wrong hand to make the point.The guy said nothing. He squinted at them and
shifted in the bed. Charlie pulled the curtain halfway across the window.“What’s your name,
Captain?” Sam asked.The man swallowed and worked his mouth side to side.Charlie was ready
with a Styrofoam cup of ice water. He held it up to the man and positioned the straw close to his
lips. He took a sip and sat back against the pillows.“I’ll get the doctor,” Charlie said and handed
the cup to Sam.“You want another sip?” Sam asked.“Aruba?” the man asked suddenly.Sam
smiled with his arms wide open. “Our island paradise. We’ll have to stamp your passport later.
We couldn’t find it. Tell me whose name I should write on the manifest?”“Nathan Beck.”“Of the
motor vessel Patricia, correct?”“Tugboat.”“Right, tugboat,” Sam said. “The news reports that your
boat sank somewhere near Curaçao. You drifted all the way to Charlie’s beach.”“Who’s Charlie?”
Nathan Beck asked.“He’s the King of Aruba. Just a joke. He’s sort of a local celebrity.”“Who are
you?”“I’m Sam. Charlie and I are best friends. I found you on the beach.”“What day is it?”“Today
would be Monday. You were out there in the deep blue sea for about a week.”Nathan Beck
looked around the room. There was nothing but his bed, a table, a couple of chairs, and some
medical equipment that was attached to his body.Doctor Sanial entered with Charlie a few steps
behind. “The patient awakes,” Doctor Sanial said. “This is a good thing. Let’s do a thorough
examination and see what can be done to make you better.”“Drinks are on us,” Sam said.“He
loves to give away drinks at my bar.” Charlie added as they left the room, “We’ll be back to see
you later. Don’t worry, we’ll notify your family and the authorities and the Queen of the
Netherlands, too, just in case she posted a reward.”“Get well,” Sam finished. He winked and
followed Charlie out of the room.Doctor Sanial looked down at Beck. He took up his stethoscope
and applied it to his patient’s chest. After listening to the beating heart, he stood erect. “I never
understand how some men survive and others do not,” the doctor said. “How did you do it?”It
was shame that kept Nathan Beck alive, rather his fear of shame. He couldn’t bear the idea he



would die at sea. He was the grandson of a man who had survived three years of Atlantic convoy
duty during the Second World War. His grandfather, Torsten Beck, had two ships blown out from
under him courtesy of his distant German cousins. Nathan Beck wasn’t going to meet his
grandfather in the next world and have to explain how he’d perished at sea during peacetime in
the balmy Caribbean.A cook’s assistant, Torsten Beck never slept in his bunk. No matter what
the weather, he slept on deck, sometimes lashed to the rail under a pile of blankets topped with
an oilskin. He washed dishes outside the deckhouse using a hose and a bucket instead of in the
galley sink. He peeled potatoes and carrots and chopped meat and onions on a portable cutting
board he made from crate wood discarded by stevedores back on the docks. These practices
saved his life. The men who laughed at him never lived to tell the comedic tale of the boy so
afraid of the dark that he had to sleep under the moon. It wasn’t the dark that frightened him. It
was the torpedoes, the deck guns, and his third cousins who knew how to use them. When his
ships were hit, he was the first one in the lifeboat.Torsten Beck survived the war and swore never
to step foot on another ship. Just the same, he founded a waterfront restaurant with a clientele
involved in the business of marine transportation. From the second-floor dining room, customers
watched their ships, tugs, barges, and launches ply the Delaware River in Philadelphia.It was
sight of that river, and the stories Torsten Beck told after hours, that continued the Beck curse.
He liked to play pinochle and drink schnapps after closing the restaurant. Beside him sat his
grandson, Nathan, the one who ended up shipwrecked in the Caribbean. Nathan was there
because his ambitious father, Viktor, dropped him off one afternoon, declaring that he never
wanted to see the boy’s mother again. This was a crucial time in Viktor’s career, and a supportive
grandfather promptly agreed to take care of his motherless grandson. That was the decision that
led Nathan Beck to break the oath his grandfather had made after the war.It was the stories that
affected the youngest Beck the most. He was just a boy, too young to be up half the night the
way his grandfather allowed. His drowsy ears soaked up a different kind of bedtime story. As the
cards slid across the table, his grandfather and his friends inevitably talked about their wartime
experiences. Tales of storms and battles, pranks and lost loves, exotic harbors and dangerous
cargoes fired his imagination. He dreamt of being in the middle of the action. He saw himself
aboard the ships he watched from his third-floor bedroom window.Beck spent his first teenage
summer aboard a launch that carried river pilots to and from ships calling at Philadelphia. During
those three months, he saw his share of the nautical life. He liked the ships, the way they
lumbered through the water and towered over the tiny launch. However, he loved the tugboats.
Although compact vessels, they were stout and powerful. They wrestled ships to and from the
docks. They seemed to dance around the river, rushing from one job to the other, their captains
chatting with each other on in-house radio channels. It was like a social club whose small
membership roamed a giant preserve bounded only by the banks of the river. After that summer,
Nathan Beck decided he wanted to join.His grandfather gave him only one piece of advice:
“Always sleep on your life preserver!” His father told him that he was an idiot. His mother was
nowhere to be found.Doctor Sanial shined a light into Beck’s eyes. It was a routine part of a



physical exam. Still, Sanial was pleased to see the pupils react properly. He said to his patient,
“Did you have a life jacket?”An involuntary smile formed on Beck’s lips. Of course he’d had a life
jacket. It was the latest kind, a tube of reinforced plastic, inflated by a cylinder of compressed air.
He kept it beside his pillow whenever he lay down to sleep, just as his grandfather had advised
him.He awoke on the floor with a splitting headache, and as Patricia took an unnaturally hard roll
to the starboard, he reached for his life preserver. He didn’t inflate it just yet because he was still
inside his cabin. First, he had to make it outside.The only light came from a battery-powered
emergency fixture. Shadows confused the shape of the room. Two feet of seawater covered the
floor. More water leaked through the vent in the bottom of the door to the passageway. The deck
tilted toward the bulkhead, which meant the entire boat was listing to starboard at an angle steep
enough to make him fear for his life.The boat surged up, then plunged down again as if an angry
parent had smacked a toy from the hands of a petulant child. Beck tumbled against the bulkhead
landing with his arms tangled in the life preserver. He shrugged his head through the loop and
worked to fasten the strap around his waist. Without the strap fastened properly, the preserver
would pop off his body when it inflated. The boat rolled again, this time to the port side. He
braced himself between his bunk and the bulkhead. Water swirled up the length of his body until
he had to release himself and struggle above it to breathe. At this moment, he knew he had to
get out of the boat or he would go down with it.A moment of calm passed as the boat settled.
Sensing that another roll was coming, he crawled to the door. He twisted the knob with both
hands, and the door burst open under the pressure of the sea on the other side. Holding on, he
swung with the door, floating in the water that sloshed into his cabin. The boat snapped back
and the water rushed out, taking him with it into the passageway.After colliding with the wall, he
got to his feet. The water went flat as the boat settled again. He thrashed through it on his way to
the port-side door that would release him from the deckhouse. It was easier going in the hallway.
With his hands pressed on either side, he pitched with the boat but remained standing.He
arrived at the doorway spitting water. The door itself was already open, which meant the rest of
the crew must have abandoned ship. The door slammed against the house, and the deck
beneath him rose up so that he tumbled toward the other side of the boat, where he landed
against the wheel of the starboard door. The fall knocked the wind from him. He sputtered,
coughed, and clawed for a handhold. He found one on the wheel of that door. When the boat
rocked again, he hung above the opposite door where the ocean flowed in unimpeded.Trapped
in the hallway, watching black water rush at him through the shadows, he nearly panicked. Every
sailor fears drowning no matter what he says at his local tavern, and Nathan Beck was no
exception. As dramatic as his fear was, the incredible sight rising toward him was mesmerizing.
At this point, many a sailor surrendered to fate. The voluminous sound of surging water
quenched bravery and brought death’s relief.It wasn’t fear that Nathan Beck succumbed to or
even panic. It was shame. Surely he would be dead and not have to explain, not to the living. But
if there was an afterlife, his grandfather would want to know what had happened. That shame
bore down on him with more weight than the tons of water filling his boat. His grandfather



survived torpedo attacks, the cold North Atlantic, and a sea covered with burning fuel. Now his
grandson was about to die in peacetime in the warm Caribbean without a lick of flame in sight. It
was embarrassingly shameful.
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MSG, “Gift recipient LOVES it. Purchased as a gift for a friend who vacations in Aruba. She loved
this book and the author's other books set in Aruba because of the plots and because she is
familiar with many of the locales and businesses incorporated into the story.”

Vallon Davis, “One Outstanding Book. I purchased this book because it was set on my favorite
island in the entire civilized world. Aruba. I first read this book back in June of 2012 in
anticipation of my second visit to Aruba. Since then I will often pick it up, along with the follow-up
"Under A Blue Flag" and the murder mystery "Dark Currents" once a year to re-read them all
over again.Author Daniel Putkowski really paints a vivid picture of life in San Nicholas and the
island of Aruba. "An Island Away" could and should be made into a mini-series. It's just that
riveting and interesting.”

J Sherb, “Good Book, great characters. I've been to Aruba a couple of times so I anticipated
reading this to get another "taste" of the island. I enjoyed the book thoroughly and had trouble
putting it down for long. The book was not what I expected but it was a nice surprise. I expected
more focus on the beauty or lore of the island, instead the book focused on some great
characters in the "industrial town" of San Nicholas (not an area tourists usually spend much
time). The character who anchors the story is a prostitute from Colombia, this might put some
people off...not me. Again- I thought the book was a good read with great characters.”

T. Otto, “Great book so far. My wife and I visit Aruba each year sol this book is a great read for
me. I enjoy the fact that I know all the areas mentioned in the book and can visualize the streets,
neighborhoods and characters while I read about them. Well written and very interesting. It's
difficult for me to find time to read but once I pick it up I don't want to put it down!”

Challenger, “The author has substantial writing skills. An enjoyable read. The author has writing
skills that sometimes caused me to say to myself that Hemmingway may have described some
events in much the same way: and that makes me want to read more so I have just purchased
the second book on Aruba by the author. I think this book could have been shortened by a
hundred pages or so and been just as effective. I understand the second book is shorter and I
see that as a potential improvement. Right now my plans are to read all books by this author
because I find him to have substantial writing skills that make reading his work an enjoyable
experience.”

Rita VanSteensburg, “Aruba. Great book that takes you back to Aruba”

TBL, “Good Book. Putkowski is a good writer and does a good job with researching and putting
his material together. The book was a gift for someone and they totally enjoyed reading it; it put



them back on that same island that he so aptly describes.”

R. J. Morrow, “perfect beach read. I downloaded this prior to my flight to Aruba. I prefer reading
novels about places I'm going to after I've devoured all the "destination" books I can swallow.
This was far and away the best one I've bought. From my first day on the beach to my flight
home, I had to read a couple of hours a day, which brought Aruba alive as I experienced the
locations... and maybe some of the people... that Putkowski writes about. When I found out there
was a sequel... well I nearly booked another flight back. This book helps prove the fact that "once
in Aruba, you never want to leave". Thanks for making my holiday unbelievably memorable
Daniel!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. An incredible story, takes you an Island away! The sequel,
Under A Blue Flag is a must read also.”
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